THE MOTHER: Observer and Consciousness of Quantum Mechanics Meditation is merging into THE MOTHER. Awakening is Oneness. (August 4, 2020)

Antarjaamee

Ajeet Kaur

Lover of this heart
Beloved of this soul
Keeper of this light
Hold me tonight
Lover of this heart
Beloved of this soul
Keeper of this light
Hold me tonight

Antarjaamee purakh bidhaatae sardhaa man kee poorae
Nanak das eihai sukh maagai mo kau kar santan kee dhoorae
Antarjaamee purakh bidhaatae sardhaa man kee poorae
Nanak das eihai sukh maagai mo kau kar santan kee dhoorae
Antarjaamee purakh bidhaatae sardhaa man kee poorae
Nanak das eihai sukh maagai mo kau kar santan kee dhoorae

Guide of my dreams
Allways* within me
Love of my life
Hold me tonight
Guide of my dreams
Allways within me
Love of my life
Hold me tonight

Antarjaamee purakh bidhaatae sardhaa man kee poorae
Nanak...
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* This emphasis is mine i.e., it is not a spelling error. THE MOTHER is in all ways within all humans, as the Antarjaamee (The Indweller, The Observer). It is Guru Nanak, above all prophets and incarnations, who
recognizes and emphasizes the Aykaa Mayee (The One Mother) as the Antarjaamee. It is Ajeet Kaur, an American Sikh, who brings the best of the Guru Granth Sahib: the Antarjaamee of Guru Nanak. Priceless gem!
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